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Two, rather opposed, mega-trends relevant for space policy and law
development:
1. Are we approaching an “anarchy” in space?: congested and contested,
growing risks and threats, militarization, not rule-based anymore.
2. But at the same time: a rapidly expanding global space economy
(today between 350 and 400 billion p.a. -> 1 trillion p.a. in 2040).

Space Fuels the Global
Economy

15x

Increase in space startups since 2010

$366B
Size of space economy

Benefits: Drive innovative products and services
across the global economy
Action: Ensure new systems operate sustainably
Source: Start-Up Space, 2020, Bryce Space and Technology

Benefits: Space enables global industries,
new tech, science, health and safety,
international telework, distance learning
Action: Sustained investment in space

30x

Source: Satellite Industry Indicators Report, 2020,
Prepared by Bryce Space and Technology for the
Satellite Industry Association

10-year increase in number of
imagery satellites
Benefits: Supports analytics in agriculture,
finance, energy, many others
Action: Ensure systems are used
responsibly
Source: Satellite Industry Indicators Report, 2020,
Prepared by Bryce Space and Technology for the Satellite
Industry Association

5B+
Mobile phones with GPS enabled by satellite
Benefits: Mapping, traffic routing, tracking, logistics
Action: Ensure interoperable, redundant space GPS
Source: GNSS Market Report Issue 6, 2019, European Global navigation Satellite Systems Agency

$10T+

Industries that leverage satellites
Benefits: Powerful capabilities for telecom, internet, finance, many others
Action: Protect unique space environment

Modified version of WEF Space Fuels the Global Economy
Prepared by Bryce Space and Technology
July 2020

Source: Economic Impacts of Critical Capabilities, 2019, Prepared by Bryce Space and
Technology for the U.S. Department of Commerce

ad 1: To counter “anarchy”, regulate the behaviour in space
- TCBMs instead of an arms race in outer space (lessons learned
from terrestrial arms races/arms control during the Cold War?).
- UNSG Expert Groups on TCBMs and Long-term Sustainability in
UNCOPUOS.
- UNGA Res. 75/36 “Reducing space threats through norms, rules and
principles of responsible behavior”.
- Space Traffic Management (STM) with Space Situational Awareness
(SSA) as its basis.
- Maintaining cyber security and establishing cyber resilience.
Refraining from jamming, spoofing, blinding or hacking.

ad 1: To counter “anarchy”, regulate the behaviour in space
- Maintaining peaceful exploration of the Moon and other celestial
bodies: new Working Group in the UNCOPUOS Legal Subcommittee
with inputs as the Artemis Accords and the ILRS Declaration.
- “Security without securitization”.
- But: not abolish existing space law (which still successfully governs
the status of outer space and of actors in space, i.a.: freedom of use,
non-appropriation, peaceful uses, international cooperation also for
the benefit of developing countries, State responsibility and liability
also for their private actors, due regard) – just add further norms and
rules for behavior.

ad 2: To use the expanding space economy for stabilizing the order in
outer space, establish key principles for the global space economy
- Level-playing field: establish fair competition, which could also include
preferential rights for latecomers.
- No trade barriers (procurement), respect of intellectual property rights.
- Equal opportunities for financing of space activities (also for start-ups).
Assets-based financing (UNIDROIT Protocol).
- Avoiding “flags of convenience” (through harmonized national
authorization laws and regulations).

ad 2: To use the expanding space economy for stabilizing the
order in outer space, establish key principles for the global
space economy

New position paper by the IISL Board of
Directors on authorization and
continuous supervision of commercial
space activities
(July 2021).

ad 2: To use the expanding space economy for stabilizing the order in
outer space, establish key principles for the global space economy
- ITU as a model for governance and inclusion of non-governmental
actors in developing regulations.
- Plus: maintain the character of space as a global common / Common
Heritage of (Hu)mankind / Province of all (hu)mankind (nonappropriation, no first-come-first-served; avoid billionaires setting the
rules).

Maintaining the rule of law in outer space!
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Invitation to participate in IISL activities:
- Abstract submission for the annual IISL Colloquia on Space Law at
the International Astronautical Conferences
- Participation in the IISL Manfred Lachs Space Law Moot Court
Competition
- Join the monthly IISL Happy Hour
- Contribute to the Knowledge Constellation
- IISL Mentoring Programme coming soon
www.iislweb.space

